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a letter from Miami

Have a

The Spring Issue is all about the glamour of Miami stirred into life by the energy of our M&S supermodels. Our girls literally spring the
magazine in to life.
Twiggy, Lisa, VV, Danii, and Ana will literally let you (the viewers) dive in and out of the pages as they animate, draw you in and come to
life.
Splashed with water, sunshine and the hot energy of our M&S stars, the pages will turn, opening doors to different worlds, each with
their own colour, feel and style.
The four assignments of the Spring Issue are eclectic in their range. It’s everything from the excitement and the speed of the harbour
where our girls, drenched in sunlight, race past us on boats spraying water in their wake - to the tranquility of girlie pillow talks and daytime lounging à la Doris Day in a nostalgic art deco setting. It’s taking a page-turning leap from the elegant grace of our Glamazonian
queens of the jungle to the opulent decadence of upper class Miami at night, diving into and resurfacing from the waters of the pool,
wrapped up in neon.
Floating through the pages of the magazine will be like picking four of your favourite movies, each taking you on a different journey;
each with it’s own feel and grade.
And of course the clothes!!!
Each assignment will be treated like a different fashion shoot that comes to life. If you have seen the film called “Kid Stays In The Picture” then you will know how an entire life of a place like Hollywood can suddenly spring into life with the use of still images that subtly
animate. Stills suddenly come to life or turn into live action and then back into stills again. Basically, we will be using techniques from
that movie to take us seamlessly from beautifully composed fashion stills showing off the clothes to the live action around them. As an
example, when one looks at Mario Testino’s famous images from the book ‘Party’ - the energy of the people literally jumps out at you.
It is natural to wonder what it was really like to be there and what was really going on around those stills shoots. Well, in our magazine
you can do both – see the gorgeous images as well as engage in the action within them.
There is always a motivation for freezing the live action. It is either capturing the highlight of the action or a particular feeling, a tiny
detail or a brilliant look from one of the girls. A good photograph always captures the true spirit of the event whatever it is and this is
exactly what we will be looking for when selecting that exact point of transition between live-action and stills.
The combined use of slow-motion – at times shot at supersonic speed, stills animation techniques inspired by ‘ The Kid Stays In The Picture’ and beautifully shot live action should give the Spring Issue a seamless flow of transitions and as the pages turn we find ourselves
in very different and exciting worlds.
Within each assignment, all models will be shot individually. At the end of the ‘shoot’ there will always be a group shot in the style of
Annie Liebovitz’s Vanity Fair Hollywood portraits showing off the glamour and dynamism of the group.
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A white luxury speedboat is powering towards us stirring
up the waves. Shot from a stabilized mount on a helicopter we see a crystal sharp image of that same boat from
the air, racing through the waters of a sun soaked Miami
harbour.
Cut to the ground level. We track alongside the boat
and catch one of our main stars - Lisa. She is wearing a
gorgeous navy striped costume. In a mid-shot we see her
holding on to her massive straw hat. The striped fabric on
the costume is stirred up by the wind.
Lisa strikes a few poses in front of the camera and suddenly as we catch a glimpse of that perfect moment, the
image starts to freeze. We pull out to reveal the cover of
the Spring Issue magazine. So the entire moving image
sequence goes from our camera diving in from the sky into
the middle of a fast paced action of a fashion shoot with
Lisa, which eventually becomes the front of our magazine.

The page turns. We are thrown back into live action. Now we are
with the rest of the girls in the bright haze of Miami beach. Danii
is wearing a red and white striped dress and Twiggy - a navy and
white striped coat. Lisa is in the black and white maxi and finally
VV and Ana are posing in lemon shifts. As they all playfully interact we intercut between the stills sessions on the beach then next
to the life guard station and then finally at the Marina. The entire
action has a high-end photography feel to it as if it was shot in
the studio. Our framing follows the graphic shapes of the boats
and echoes the lines and patterns of the garments.
Three gorgeous guys wearing turned up chinos, pastel shirts and
jumpers watch the girls go by.
At the end of this assignment we see all of our girls gathered at
the Marina where they are surrounded by a group of American
sailors throwing their hats in the air. This makes for a stunning
image for the double spread and this is where we lock our shot.
The page turns to the next chapter.
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I’d like to set this around a beautiful art deco swimming pool
in the grounds of a Miami hotel. We get a glimpse of what the
high society life might be like during the day.
The girls are all trying to outdo each other pulling poses from
classic Doris Day movies. We see Twiggy sipping tea around
the pool. Ana is sniffing a pink rose. I also see one of the girls,
perhaps VV taking a dip in the pool to get a beautiful underwater still.
For the Pillow Talk scene, we see Ana leaning against a sugar
pink 60s car wearing a simple white shift and wedges. In a
split screen scenario (like Pillow Talk), a very sexy guy – think
Rock Hudson - leans against a wall in a stunning light grey
suit. Lisa, in a cream spotted dress appears to lean against
him… racy.
Perhaps Lisa could also be on the phone as we use a clever
shooting technique, which makes it look like we’re making
use of split screen, however when the camera moves we realize it was just a visual trick.

For this entire assignment I see the girls gliding through the
waters of the mangroves on an airboat with the rich warm
colours of dusk filling the scene.
If we shoot on an angle, at first not revealing what the girls
are actually standing on the images will have a dreamlike
quality to them capturing the tranquility and the beauty of
the nature around them. Add slow motion on top of that and
the images will have a really magical look to them with the
essence of an old Martini ad from the 70s. The girls will look
like they are almost flying through air. The wind stirring up
the fabric of the clothes in slow-motion.

And every now and again we freeze the frame to create a
beautifully considered photograph.
Once we reveal the airboats we show the girls on loungers
throwing sultry stares down the lens wearing their Glamazonian outfits. One art-direction idea here is to make up
furniture with the same fabric as the girls’ clothes.
The end shot of this chapter will be the girls in a stunning
group photo.
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A glamorous Hollywood-style party is in
full swing in an opulent Miami waterside
villa. Around it, the light is soft and defocused giving us a sense of Miami in the
distance. The lights flare into the lens and
dance on the surface water of the pool.
As soon as the page is turned to reveal the
party we know that this is the place to be.
It’s the ultimate event and we are about

to have the time of our lives. The energy
and electricity in the air is intoxicating and
it’s impossible to not see it in the eyes of
our girls and the surrounding party crowd.
The girl’s body language suggests a sense
of eroticism, fun and decadence without
being too hard or obvious. It’s the kind of
party that fills your stomach with happy
butterflies, sparks your imagination and
suddenly, wherever you look, you know
that something is about to happen.
The atmosphere is buzzing as our girls in
their impressive gowns flirt with the camera creating one outrageously powerful
still after another. The vibe is also perfect
for something like seeing one of the girls
jump into the pool fully clothed. As we
follow her underwater we will see her
swimming with the dress folding and
tumbling in beautiful shapes. A guy in a
suit might dive in to join her and together
they emerge out of the water. Cut to their
pov rising through the water to find a pair
of beautiful M&S wedge summer

sandals dancing along the edge of the pool
through frame.
Cutting around the party, we see Ana
appear in three sets of stunning lingerie.
Giggling in green satin as she is chased by
a hunky man, in animal print shimmying in
front of her mirror, in red lace selecting her
final outfit.
Overall, there is a sense of scale and grand
movement intercut with eye catching poses
and detail in the clothes. The entire look of
the scene should be beautifully cinematic
with a clear distinctive elegance to it. References that spring to mind are Versace or
Prada ads or a more modern version - the
cinematic gem, ‘I am Cuba’ with it’s sophisticated tracking shots travelling through
the various parts of the setting.
The closing shot of this final assignment
is an epic Mario Testino style party photo
with our girls pulling dynamic high fashion
poses at the front of the group.
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